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WHAT IS POP CULT?
Pop Cult is a unique collection born from the mind of
Dutch contemporary artist Iwan Smit (1989). What
sets Pop Cult apart from other projects is the fact that
all characters and traits are carefully designed- and
digitized by the artist himself, ensuring the highest
quality of Imagery.
Pop Cult refers to ʻPopular Cultureʼ but at the same
time uses the word ʻCultʼ to describe the community
surrounding it. Pop Cult mixes elements from the
greatest artists who walk(ed) the earth, to those who
achieved a mere 15 minutes of fame. The well of
inspiration in Pop- culture is endless and ranges from
high-brow art to 90ʼs cartoons and everything before
it, between it, and after it. All blended together
seamlessly with a big spoon of the artistʼs signature.
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Supply:
Pop Cult Vault:

777
9223

In principle, our Pop Cult Genesis NFT collection consists of 777 pieces.
There are more in the vault, but the only way they can possibly get out
is through a community vote. Our cult decides.

POP CULT GENESIS – TWO TYPES OF INCENTIVES
The original Pop Cult NFTs will be the beginning of our cultural journey. That is why we call this series
the 'Pop Cult Genesis NFT'. Holding this Genesis NFT gives you many future rights and benefits and will
be the key to participating in all subsequent Pop Cult initiatives.
Within the world of crypto and NFTs, there is a twofold division. tOn the one hand, there are the
romantics, who want to create a strong sense of belonging by being part of a Web3 community.
On the other hand, there are the hunters/gatherers, who are more driven by financial ideologies or just
like flipping. Therefore, we choose to divide all Pop Cult Genesis NFT incentives into two categories:
emotional and financial incentives.

POP CULT NFT – EMOTIONAL INCENTIVES
1) Pop Cult Art fund - Decentralised art funding
Iwan Smit wants to decentralize the way in which artists can apply for subsidies or art funds: his Pop
Cult Genesis NFT community will decide which artist is eligible for a subsidy based on a voting round.
The art fund will be part of his unique Pop Cult Genesis collection.
As a starting artist, Iwan Smit — no matter what he tried or how much paperwork he filled out — never
received a subsidy. This led to great frustration, because it could certainly have helped him to get
ahead more quickly. In the end, he came into his own as an artist and his greatest wish is to use part of
the Pop Cult royalties to start an art fund for starting creative people, in the hope that others will be
able to claim support.
Whether you are a muralist, painter, or musician: Anyone can sign up, or be signed up by fans or loved
ones. Our community (holders of the Pop Cult Genesis NFT) can cast a vote and the regular winner of
the voting round can count on a subsidy from Pop Cult. The team would like to do this as often as possible, a donation can be between 1–50k, depending on the nominated project and of course the royalty
income.
The first two nominees who are in with a chance of winning a fund from the Pop Cult Art fund have
already been selected and in a matter of time they will pitch their work to our community. This emotional incentive also becomes financial in a sense: young artists who have received funding from Pop Cult
will show their gratitude to the community by airdropping (digital or physical) art.
2) Access to museums and cultural institutes
Your Pop Cult NFT will provide access to many cultural institutions, starting with museums. The Boijmans
museum in Rotterdam has indicated that they would like to participate: we are currently working out the
details, such as the link with (Metamask) wallets and their website. More cultural institutions (with an
international character) will follow. We are also working on other partnerships in which your Pop Cult
Genesis NFT will serve as an access pass.
3) Access to our exclusive CULT community, new projects & DAO initiatives
Several new Pop Cult initiatives and collaborations are planned (yes, already). Only Genesis NFT
holders are eligible for these or are given priority over non-holders.
4) Raﬄe tickets -> holding a Genesis-NFT give access to physical Pop Cult events
and/or metaverse gatherings
From Pop Cult we will attend and host several events. We started off with a stand at The Blockchain
Week in Amsterdam on Friday the 22th of April. The event was sponsored by Belgium beer brand
Duvel, the aftermovie can be found here. We also had an OG party on 12 August for our first, most
loyal community members and potential partners. That aftermovie can be found here. In the future, it
would be our wish to keep organising our own meetups and/or festivals, in order to expand Pop Cult
even further and increase our reach in both a digital and physical sense. Our Pop Cult Genesis
NFT-holders will have front row seats, literally and figuratively.

POP CULT NFT – FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
Art fund dividends
In the last paragraph of 'Pop Cult Art Fund - Decentralised Art Funding' under the emotional incentives,
we indicate that this emotional incentive is, in a sense, also a financial incentive. Here is an explanation
of what is meant by this, and what the community can expect from this creative form of afterbirth.
Two different (fictitious) examples to explain what the Art Fund can potentially mean:
1) Artist A is a digital artist, who is in his final phase of art school.She would like to enter the world of
Web3 but has no understanding of smart contracts. She applies for the Pop Cult Art Fund by sending in
a slide deck and recording a short video. After a democratic voting round, she succeeded: she is eligible for a grant from the Pop Cult Art Fund. The Pop Cult developer helps artist A to make an NFT
contract; the Pop Cult community helps spread the word/art and gets free spots on the allow list. As
thanks for the grant and all the help, artist A does an additional airdrop to all Pop Cult Genesis NFT
holders. She also promises to send them another specially designed airdrop around the holidays, with
all the names of the 777 Genesis-NFT holders in it.
2) Artist B is a starting musician. He would like to record a video for a new rap song, but due to his
starting status he does not yet have the means to pay for it. Pop Cult NFT has shared his previous
home-made videos and music within the group and he applies for the next round of the Pop Cult Art
fund. His application is a success and Pop Cult NFT pays for his next music video. Artist B not only does
a shout-out in the clip, but also promises to release an NFT with exclusive music and hold meet and
greets and autograph sessions every year for the next five years for all Pop Cult Genesis NFT holders.
In year 3, Artist B has gone viral with his next album: his fan base is now worldwide. A Pop Cult Genesis NFT entitles you to two more years of meet & greets and access to an NFT with exclusive, unreleased
music.
Pop Cult Lightboxes and/or Light Sculptures
Iwan Smit is known for his impressive light sculptures. See our promo films or the dedicated page on
Discord for more information. Only Genesis NFT-holders can receive their own NFT as a lightbox. Some
rare drops come attached with a unique piece and can be claimed by itʼs holder at any time (for free)!
We will also do random airdrops among the Genesis NFT-holders: after several snapshots, winners will
be selected to receive a real physical artwork of Iwan Smit.

Culture/fashion airdrops
Art&fashion are the embodiment of cultural progress. Therefore, we have established multiple partnerships with both museums and clothing brands that are fans of Pop Cult and allow all Genesis NFT holders to use (or discount) their product.
Every Pop Cult NFT is a collection piece, a small part of our vast community. Apart from the emotional
and digital connection, we also want to make sure that you can carry us into your daily life. Lead artist
Iwan Smit has worked on clothing collabs with brands like The Hundreds, Woei, Fresh Cotton and Red
Bull just to name a few!
So there will be Pop Cult on t-shirts, hoodies, caps etc. The design phase has started and will be finalised based on community voting.

WHO IS IWAN SMIT?
Iwan Smit (1989) lives and works in Rotterdam,
The Netherlands. As a child growing up in the 90ʼs
and 00ʼs he is heavily influenced by cartoons, comics,
and graffiti. Later on as he enrolls himself in art school
he starts mixing these influences with conventional art,
mythology, and folklore resulting in a colorful world
where beauty and balance are always complemented
by impending calamity, fear, and misfortune.
In his still young professional career he has managed
to have his art collected by both museums and cultural
institutes, as well as private collections. In addition he
does not shy away from commercial projects, and has
worked for international brands like: The Hundreds, Red
Btull, Converse, Disney, Warner Brothers, IKEA, Heineken & Netflix.

THE GOAL OF POP CULT
First and foremost, we are here to have fun and
hopefully pass the good times on to others. With
that in mind we want to create a community where
people share their ideas, and help each other turn
those into actual projects. So to explain the
concept we need to take a look at traditional artand creative funding. Speaking on Smitʼs personal
experience, he applied for funding multiple times
and it always felt like a long and winding road
with a lot hoop jumping, uncertainty, and other
discomfort. Till this day he has have never received
any.
The traditional set up makes it very hard to get
funding and you must fit in a very specific picture
to even be eligible to maybe get one.
With Pop Cult we want to help change the landscape by creating a Pop Cult Art fund that is run
with transparency and equality. A platform where
you can showcase your idea and where you, and
everyone in the community, gets a vote on how the
funds are spent. This way not just a few members
on a funding board get to decide who gets to put
their projects in motion but we ourselves take
charge of our creative endeavors, both in the
metaverse and the traditional creative sphere.

VISION
Community ﬁrst
ʻWithout pop there is no cult, and without cult there is nothing!ʼ And to stay with the inspirational
quotes we have one more for you: ʻThere is no ʻIʼ in CULTʼ and for that reason the community is of the
highest importance to the Pop Cult movement. We are young and bold and know what it is like to take
a risk: no shine without a rub. That's why our members always get a say in prioritising the next project
or donation, and we will always make sure this process is fair. Together we are one.
Bring your idea
Input is highly appreciated: both creative and practical ideas are welcome. It takes courage to be
vulnerable but know that your effort is noticed. Ideas incorporated into our concept will of course be
rewarded.
Patience is key
Rome was not built in a day, nor were paintings by Picasso or Van Gogh. Both Iwan Smit and the team
are doing everything they can to lift this project to the highest level possible. This does not mean that
there will not be setbacks, or that this decentralised movement is comparable to bringing a concept to
market in a centralised manner. Be patient. Watch the paint dry. Zoom out. Together we will get there.

POP CULT - YOUR CONTRIBUTION
Spawning pool
A call to everyone who is or wants to become
a member of our family. Our cult is full of talent
in the broadest sense of the word: developers,
artists, writers, and creatives otherwise. If you
feel you can contribute to our concept in a
positive way, we will make sure to reward
quality accordingly. Please let one of our mods
(on discord) know: we are currently working on
the application process.
Community Giveaways
If you start sharing, happiness and comradeship will multiply. Therefore, during (and after)
the mint, we will ensure that our members are
amply compensated for their efforts. On the
one hand, we will reward effort, on the other
hand, we will reward just being part of our
community.
Community Mods
Moderators ensure that we remain accessible,
safe and accessible to all our followers. Therefore, we have appointed a team to take care of
the communication on Discord, some full time,
and some part time. We are doing everything
we can to respond to all questions in a timely
and appropriate manner, to further professionalise our team and to ensure that our team
members get enough rest to do their jobs
properly.

EMBRYO (near future added value)
$POPC
It can sometimes pay to hold your NFT for a long time. Just saying.
Partnerships
Several partnerships have already been established with existing NFT projects, galleries, clothing
shops and marketing agencies. As soon as the time is right, these will be announced. In addition, we
are always open to collaborate with other strong brands that match our vision and core values.
Pop Cult DAO
Starting a DAO is our biggest dream. For Pop Cult, by Pop Cult. With a view to slow growth and
interim trials, we will - if we are confident enough - allow our community to participate in all kinds of
projects, while keeping the voice with them.

HOW CAN I BUY POP CULT?
The way to get a Pop Cult Genesis NFT now is through a secondary market. Our collection can be
found at https://opensea.io/collection/popcult-io. Here, provided you have enough Ethereum (ETH) in
your wallet, you can purchase a Pop Cult NFT by connecting your wallet to the website. If you don't
know how to do this, the following tutorial may be helpful: https://youtu.be/RBw6YG3JSlU
At the moment, it is not possible to 'mint' Pop Cult NFTs through our own website, as the collection is
frozen at a number of 777. Should the community decide to change this, you can find the tutorial for
this at: https://popcult.io/how-to-mint-pop-cult-nfts/

HOW DO I KNOW MINE IS RARE?
Every NFT is a uniquely generated work of art, put together by Iwan Smit who has spent countless
hours on the various stages of design. When it comes to rarity, there is a distinction to be made:
each Pop Cult member has different characteristics, some of which are rarer than average. After the
launch, tools and overviews will be released to check the rarity of your Pop Cult NFT.

WHERE CAN I FIND ANSWERS TO ALL THE OTHER
QUESTIONS I HAVE ABOUT POP CULT?
You should start by joining our Discord and read the FAQ document, If you cannot find your answers
there, please try the Discord main chat or send one of our mods a message.
Letʼs cultivate together.

WWW.POPCULT.IO

